
WHAT IS SIMULATOR GOLF? RRGC Golf Simulator is the worlds most advanced golf simulator 

technology in the world. Ever wanted to play the world’s best courses whilst relaxing in a comfortable 

and modern environment? Our simulator offers the chance for a range of golfers to experience the

challenge and beauty of the world’s premier venues in a social and interactive setting.

CAN I PLAY IF I HAVE NEVER PLAYED GOLF BEFORE? Certainly! Whether you would like to learn the

game or just want to come and have a hit for fun, our golf simulator has multiple game modes

and difficulty levels that makes it fun for all.

CAN KIDS PLAY? Rich River’s Golf Simulator is fun for the whole family! The difficulty of the

course can be set up to accommodate younger children. Children under 16 years must be accompanied

by an adult.

HOW LONG DOES IT TAKE TO PLAY 18 HOLES ON THE SIMULATOR? It takes approximately an hour

for an individual to play 18 holes. If you have more than one player you may want to book an additional

hour for each player in your group.

CAN I BRING MY OWN CLUBS? Yes, we encourage players to bring their own clubs. However, we do ask

that your club faces are clean and in good condition. You are responsibile for your own clubs.

DO YOU HAVE CLUBS AVAILABLE? Yes, we have clubs available. There is a selection of right and left

hand clubs suitable for all levels of player.

CAN I USE MY OWN TEES? No, the simulator has its own tee.

DO YOU SERVE FOOD AND BEVERAGES? Yes, food can be served from the bistro, snack menu or special

offers exclusive to the simulator room.

SHOULD I BOOK A TEE TIME? We recommend booking your tee time with the Proshop (5481 3372)

6am-5pm or our Reception Staff after 5pm (5481 3333).

ARE THEIR SPECIAL SAFETY CONCERNS OR RULES? Safe swing areas and simulator rules must be

adhered to at all times to ensure a safe and enjoyable environment.

CAN I GET A LESSON OR IMPROVE MY SWING? RRGC has a professional golfer on staff and ready

to book a lesson. Contact the Pro-Shop 5481 3372

DOES THE SIMULATOR HAVE A DRIVING RANGE? RRGC’S Golf Simulator has a range mode, so why

go to the driving range when you can hit balls and get valuable data about each shot!
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